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What I saw today, in the final presentation, was more than I ever dared to 
expect! We’ve learnt such a lot from the Charrette process by working 
all together. 

Kari Kankaala, Head of Urban Development Tampere City

JTP was commissioned by the City of Tampere, Finland’s second 
city, to develop an urban design strategy and conceptual masterplan 
for the Tulli neighbourhood. Historically the customs quarter, Tulli is 
now cut off from the city centre by a large swathe of railway tracks.

JTP assembled a multi-disciplinary team to carry out two Charrette 
workshops in close collaboration with all local stakeholders. 
Tulli’s assets include social venues and important neighbours 
such Tampere University and Tampere Talo, Scandinavia’s biggest 
auditorium and conference space. Although these prestigious 
institutions are close to the city centre, the area itself is a barrier to 
access to them from key destinations.

The Charrettes gave all the stakeholders an unprecedented 
opportunity to learn about one another’s aspirations and thereby 
develop integrated ideas and strategies for the regeneration of Tulli 
and the adjacent station area. 

Project Delivery

– Extension of city centre’s car-free, slow movement system to 
include Tulli and establishment of Eastern Station Gateway 
concept

– Development of integrated multi-modal movement concept 
focussed around station area including additional pedestrian and 
cycle connections to overcome barrier of railway tracks 

– New pedestrian axes linking Tampere Talo and University to 
station, city centre and surrounding neighbourhoods

– Vibrant new public spaces in Tulli quarter – hard and soft 
landscaped 

– Introduction of ‘Box-park’ concept to kick-start the process of 
bringing vibrant urban life into Tulli 

– Proposals for new commercial buildings over and alongside 
railway tracks and a design concept to create a fitting sense of 
arrival

– Ideas for intensification and diversification of the University 
campus with new buildings, spaces and connections to 
transform it into a ‘UniverCity’

– Integrated catalogue of projects and phased programme 
for developments and short, medium and long term design 
competitions

– Drawing up of ‘Tulli Charter’ and establishment of ‘Tulli Team’ 
for collaborative decision-making on the Vision for Tulli

– The workshop outcomes formed part of the brief for the City 
of Tampere’s 2014 international design competition for the 
station area

Client 
City of Tampere with:
Tampere Hall; University Properties of Finland; Finnpark; 
Fennia Pension Fund; Technopolis; Tulli Business Park; 
National Railway Agency


